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OBJECT MATERIAL

ANIMAL
  BONE
  ANTLER
  HORN
  LEATHER
  SHELL
  TOOTH
  IVORY

BAKELITE
CERAMIC
FIBREGLASS

METAL
  ALLOY
  BRASS
  BRONZE
  COPPER ALLOY
  LEAD ALLOY
  PEWTER
  STEEL

ALUMINIUM
ANTIMONY
COPPER
GOLD
IRON
LEAD
SILVER
TIN
ZINC

MINERAL
  ALABASTER
  AMBER
  CEMENT
  CHERT
  CLAY
  COAL
  CONCRETE
  EMERALD
  ENAMEL
  FAIENCE
  FLINT
  GARNET
  GLASS
  GRAPHITE
  JET
  OBSIDIAN
  PLASTER
  POTTERY
    EARTHENWARE
    TERRACOTTA
  QUARTZ
    AMETHYST
    ONYX
  QUARTZITE
  STONE
CARNEAN
CHALK
DOLERITE
GRANITE
GREENSTONE
JADE
JADEITE
LAVA
LIMESTONE
MARBLE
PUDDINGSTONE
HERTFORDSHIRE PUDDINGSTONE
SANDSTONE
SCHIST
SHALE
SLATE
VARISCITE
RUBBER
TEXTILE
FELT
WOOD
BEECH
BIRCH
EBONY
ELM
FIR
HAZEL
LARCH
OAK
PINE
SPRUCE
TAMARAC
TEAK